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Introduction

Since a beautiful relationship between irreducible unitary representations of the

fundamental group Ti(X) of a compact Riemann surface X and stable vector
bundles on X of degree zero was found out by M. S. Narasimhan and C. S.
Seshadri in [16], their results have been extended to correspondences between
representations of fundamental groups of various algebraic varieties and bundles
with parabolic structure and with Higgs structure (and recently parabolic Higgs

bundles). Stable parabolic bundles of pa,rabolic degree zero correspond to irre-
ducible unitary representations of the fundamental group of such a Riemann sur-

face that a finite number of points are deleted from a compact Rjemann surface.
And stable Higgs bundles of degree zero correspond to irreducible (non-unitary)

representations of the fundamental group of a compact Riemann surface. In
the case of Higgs bundles, the results have been extended to higher dimensional
cases. Moreover, in each case, the moduli of stable "bundles" had been con-
structed and proved that those moduli spaces are homeomorphic to those of
the corresponding representations. In this paper, we shal1 give a definition of

parabolic bundles in the higher dimensional cases and construct their moduli

spaces.
   In Sl we shall extend various notions on parabolic bundles on curves to that
on non-singular projective varieties. NSTe shal1 exploit C. T. Simpson's description

of parabolic bundles on curves for our case. It }eads us to simpler descriptions

of parabolic homomorphisms, parabo}ic Hilbert polynomials, parabolic exact se-
quences than our original forms or Seshadri's. The moduli functor will be defined

in this section. In S2 we shall deal with the boundedness of palabolic sheaves
and the openness of the parabolic stability. C. T. Simpson's techniques on the
estimation of dimensions of ffO(E(m)) for semi-stable sheaves E enabled us to

get a simpler proof of the "fundamental lemma" in [8]. S3 is devoted to con-
structing the moduli space. The method in this paper is a natural generalization
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of that used by U. N. Bho$le [2].

Notation and Convention

Let f : X . S be a smecth, prejective, geometricaily lntegral mgrphism ef
lgcally Reetkerian sckemaes, E be a col}ei'eRt O.xt-medule agd let Ox(l) be aE
f-very ample invertib}e $keaÅí For a co}}ereRt Ox-module E aRd a Rumerical
polynemial ff, we demote simply by Quot(E,ff) the Quet-scheme Quetglxls•

lf s is a geometric point of S, then X, means the geornetrie fiber of X over s and

Es = Eopo.k(s). For a coherent Ox.-module F, the degree of F with respect to
Ox(1) is that of the first Chern class of F with respect to Ox,(1) = Ox(1)XOx.

and it is denoted by dego.o)F or simply degF. Moreover the rank of F is
denoted by rk(.F"), pa(F) : degFlrk(F) and hi(F) me dimk(,)Hi(X.,F). For
polynomials fi(n) axxd f2(n), fi(n) K f2(n) (or, fi(n) ri f2(n)) means that
A(n) Åq f2(n) (or, A(n) S f2(n), resp.) for ail suMciently large integers n.
For a polyRoinial ff and a number m, ffl?n] deftotes tke polynQmial such that
glm](x) = ff(m " x).

1 Elementary Notions on Parabolic Sheaves

Let X be a non-singular, projective variety over an algebraically closed field k,

D c X be an effective Caxtier divisor and let Ox(1) be a very ample invertible

sheaf on X.

Definition 1.1 Let E be a torsion free coherent Ox-module. A quasi-parabolic
structure ( with respect to D ) is giving a filtration

(!.l.1) E == F,i(E) ) F2(E) ) •-• ) Fi(g) ) Fi.}.i(E) = E(-P),i

wkefe Ks called the lengtk of tke filtratieR, Fi(E)/.l Tig(E) is deRoted by Gi(E)

and the Hllbert polynemial x(Gi(E)Åqm)) ls called the i-th mukiplicity pelyRo-
mial of (E,F.).

Definition 1.2 A quasi-parabolic sheaf (E, F.) is said to be a parabolic sheaf
ifit has asystem of weights ai,a2,...,at such that OS ai Åq a2 Åq ••• Åq ai Åq 1
where l is the length of the filtration. The weight cri is called the weight of the

filter Fi(E) and x(Gi(m)) is called the mutiplicity polynomial of the weight ai.

   Let (E, F.,a.) be a parabolic sliea.f. For all real xxumbers a, we put

                       E. = Fi(g)(-la]P)

  SE(-D) is the Image (EXex(-D) - E)
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if ai.i Åq a - [a] S ai where ao = at -- 1 and at+i = 1. In particular, we have

Ea, = Fi(E) for i = 1,2,...,l+ 1. Then we have the following filtration

(1•3•1) ]'""E : U E(-mD)= U Ea )'''2 Ea ? EB ?''',

                mEZ aER
where 1' is the inclusion of X - D to X. This filtration satisfies the following

conditions:

  1. IfaS P, then E. 2 Ep.

  2. lf e is a suMciently smal1 number, then Ea-e = Ea.

  3• Ea+i = Ea(-D) for al1 real numbers a.

  4. Eo = E•

  5. The length of the filtration for O S a S 1 is finite.

Conversely, if U.Ez E( --mD) has a filtration U.ER E. which satisfies the above

conditions, then E has a unique parabolic structure giving the filtration. So we
often denote a parabolic sheaf (E, F.,a.) by simply E..

Definition 1.4 Let E. and F. be two parabolic sheaves. An Ox-homomorphism
f : E - F is called a homornorphism of parabolic sheaves when the following
condition is satisfied:

                   f( E.)g F. for al1 OSaÅq 1.

We denote by HomPar(E.,F.) the k-module consisting of al1 parabolic homo-
morphisms of E. to F. and by 7tomPar(E., F.) the sheaf of all parabolic homo-

morphisms.

Definition 1.5 A parabolic sheaf F. is a parabolic subsheaf of a parabolic sheaf

E. if the following conditions are satisfied:

   1) .F is a subsheaf of E and EIF is torsion free.

   2) F. g E. for all a.

   3) ff F. g Efi for some 6År a, then Fa = Fp.

Definition 1.6 A homomorphism f : E. . F. of parabolic sheaves makes F.
a quotient parabolic sheaf of E. if the follosving conditions are satisfied:

   1) f is surjective.

   2) If f(E.) g Fp for some B År a, then Ea = FB.

   Let E. be a parabolic sheaf and F be a subsheaf of E such that EIF is
torsion free. If we put F. = E. n F, then we get a parabolic subsheaf .FT. of
E.. 2 This parabolic structure of F is the maximai one among all parabolic

  2Since EIF is torsion free, E(-D) n F = F(-D).
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subsheaves of E. with the underlying subsheaf F. We call this structure of F
the induced sub-structure. Let f be a surjective homomorphi$m of E to a
tersloR fyee skeaf G. Put Gct xe f(Ea). Tl}eft we get a pasabolic quotieRt sheaf
G. of E.. Thi$ parabolic strttcture of G is the mmimal oRe among ail parabolic
quotient sheaves of E. with the underlying quotient sheaf f : ll7 - G. We caH
this structure of G the induced guotient structure.

Definition !.7 Let f:E. -- F. andg:F. --+ G. be two parabelic homomor-
phisms. Tke $equeRce.

(i.7.i) o -----• E. kF. k( f. -o

is said to be exact if for all real numbers a the sequence

(l.7.2) g--+ E. L'- F. E2'"- G. -g

-;s exact.

   Note that if the sequence (1.7.1) is exact, then E. and G. have the induced
structures. Conversely, the sequence (1.7.1) is exact when E. artd G. have the
iRduced structures aitd tke se"ttekce

                     o-ELF -g. G --- o

.Is exact.

   Every torsion free sheaf E has a natural parabolic strllcture:

                 E= F;(E) c F2(E) = E(-D), ai = g.

This structure is called the special (parabolic) structune .

   For a Iocaily free sheaf M on X, E. X M has a natural parubolic structure
$uch that

                       (E* op M). = Ea XM•

Hefice, we regard E* Q M as a parabelic sheaf witk this structure.

Definition 1.8 1) The parabolic Euler characteristic of E. is

                                  t
                      x(E(-P))+:li aix(Gi),
                                 i=1

wherelis the length of the filtration. It is denoted by par-x(E.). The poly-
nornial par-x(E.(m)) is called the parabolic Hilbert polynomial of E. and the
polynomial par-x(E.(m))lrk(F) is denoted by par-PE.(rn).
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   2) The parabolic degree of E. is

     degE+ (n - i)! Å~ ( iiil.2.,C:r.xM,(tr?.? ig)f m"-i of the poiynomial ) ,

where n is the dimension of X,r is the rank of E and Oxe'. has the special

structure The parabolic degree of E. is denoted by par-deg E. and we denote
par-deg E.lrk(E) by par-p(E.). The second term of the right side is denoted
by wt(E.).

   It is easy to see that

(1.g.1) par-x(E.(nz))= f,i .k'(E.(m))da

and

(1.9.2)

par-deg(E.) - (n-i),Å~( ,`L'g,E9,e,M.'S(;i:,`,O! g?{r,T.Åq(O.fk.'tse.RlliiXYO)MiaJ ]

              = foi deg E. da +r• deg D,

where r is the rank of E. Hence, if (1.7.1) is exact, then we have

              par-x(E. (m)) + par-x(G.(m)) = par-x(F.(m)),

                par-deg(E.) + par-deg(G.) = par-deg(F.)

and
                      wt(E.) + wt(G.) = wt(F.).

Definition 1.10 1) E. is said to be parabolic stable (or, parabolic semi-stable)

if for every parabolic subsheaf F. of E. with O f F f E, we have

                par-PF.(m) K par-PE.(m) (or, S, resp.).

   2) E. is said to be parabolic tt-stable (or, parabolic pa-semi-stable) if for every

parabolic subsheaf F. of E. with O S F l E, we have

                 par-p(F.) Åq par-ps(E.) (or, S, resp.).

   3) Let e be an integer. E. is said to be of type e if for every parabolic
subsheaf F. of E. with O f F f E, we have

                       par-"(F.) S par-it(E.) + e.
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Remark 1.11 1. Let f: E. . F* be an injective parabolic homomorphism
     of parabolic sheaves with the same rank. Since foi x(F./E.(m))da t O,

     par-PE.(m) ti par-Pn(m) and if the equality holds, then f is an isomor-
     phism of parabolic sheaves. Moreover, we have par-pt(E.) S par-pt(L).
     ReRce, to verlfy the (pt-) stability (or (;`-) semi-stability) of E., it ls eReugk

     tg ckeck the ineggagty fgr eftly parabgllc sub$keave$ F. such that glF ls
     torsieR free and F. has {he lftduced structure.

  2. For a parabelic sheaf E. witli the special structure, the parabolic Hilbert
     polynomial is not x(E(m)) but x(E(-D)(m)). So in general, the stability
     of a sheaf E does not mean the parabolic stability of a parabolic sheaf E.
     with the special structure.

   Every paraboliÅë semi-stable sheaf has a Jordan-H61der filtration. More pre-
cisely, every parabolic semi-stable sheaf E. has a fiitration

                    E= EO ) El )•••) Em =e

suck tkat fer al} i, (EtlE`ÅÄ;). wit}i il}e li}guced strttcture is parabellc stab}e aftd

              par-PE.(m)=par-PÅqE,!E,+i).(m) for aj[l m.

We denote by gr(E.) the direct sum of parabolic sheaves soM-i(EilEi+i).. It

exists unique up to isornorphisms. The proof of this fuct is given by the similar

arguments as the case of semi-stable sheaves. (cf. [9]) Two parabolic sheaves E.
and F. are said to be equivarent if gr(E.) is isomorphic to gr(F.).

Remark 1.12 We have two induced structures on (EilEi+i), i.e. the induced
sub-strllcture from the induced quotient structure of El"Eili+i and the iRduced

quotieRt stTucture frcm the }nduced sub-structure of E'. But }t is easy to see
that tke twe structuxe$ cclRcide.

   Moreover every paraboiic slieaf E. has tlie Harder-NarasimhaR Mtration, i.e.
there exists the unique fiitration

                    E= EO D EI )•••) EM .o

such that ail (EilEi+i). atre parabolic It-semi-stable axxd for al1 i

               par-pa((EilEi"').) Åq par-tt((Ei+ilE`"2).).

We can show this by a similar proof to that in the ca$e ef semi-stable sheaves.
(cf. [21])

   Let f : X - S be a smeosh, project}\'e, geemetrieally iRtegral morpkism of
RcetkeriaR scheme$, P CI X be a relatlve effectlve Car{ier dlviser witk re$pect

te f aRd }et Ox(1) be an f-very ample IRvertible sheaf.
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Definition 1.13 A coherent Ox-module E is said to be f-torsion free if it is
fiat over S and for every geometric fiber X, of f, EQ Ox. is a torsion free
Ox,-module.

   Note that if E l$ f-toysien free, then tl}e canoniÅëal homomorphism

                         E& Ox(-P) - E

is lajective. IR fact, if it is not iRjective, tlieR D contaifts att associated peint x

of E and the point x is the associated point E& Of-:(f{.)) by the fiatness of
E over S. The torsion freeness means that x is the generic point of the fiber
f-i(f(x)). It contradicts the flatness of D.

   Now we shaal define the moduli functor for the family of parabolic semi-
stable sheaves. Let (SchlS) be the category of locally noetherian schemes over
S. Let H and ffi,rr2,... Ht be polynomials and fix a set of real numbers a. =
{ai,a2,...,ai} such that O S ai Åq a2 Åq ••• Åq ai Åq 1.

   Let T be an object of (SchlS), E be a coherent Ox.-module, .P7. be a Mtra-
tioR of E as iR DefinitioR 1.l and a. be a system ef sveights as in DeftnitioR 1.2.
(E, F.,a.) is cajled a ptat famXy of 2xirabeiie sheaves exx XTIT lf E is fr-tgrsieR

free aRd a[ll EljF71(E) are fiat over T ( lieiice, all Fi are ffaX over T). Nete that a

fiat famlly of parabolic sheaves lias a filtratloit as in (1,3.1), heftce we denote it

simply by E..

Definition 1.14 For an object T of (SchlS), set

   par-Xg7x37s(T)-(E. .E.'l{..a,gal.i,a,I"HY,o,f,g,"g?P,"iti.:2e.?,"es ]/,.

where N is the equivarence relation defined by (1.14.2).

    (l.i4.!) For every geometric poi"t t ef T, (Et,,FT.,t,a.) is parabfiEc semi-
    stable, x(Et(m)) ww ff(m) aRd x((Et!FiÅÄ}(E),)(m)) ww Hi(f;}), wkere F"
    ls tke fikratioll ':

              E, ex Fi(E), ) F2(E), ) t•• ) Fi+i(E), su E,(-D).

    (1.14.2) E. tv E; if and only if there exist filtrations E = EO D Ei )
     ••• D EM =O und E' = E'O D E'i D ••• D E'M me O such that for every

    geometric point t of T, their restrictions to Xt provide us with Jordart-
     H61der filtrations of Et,. and El,., respectively, gr(E.) = $Y.oEi/E{+i is

    T-flat and that gr(E.) l gr(E:) X L for some invertible sheaf L on T.

   For a morphis!n g : T' -. T }R (Sch/S), g' defines a map of par-Sg;Xa7s(T)

to par-SS73at7s(T'). TkeR par-:g7i\"•7s ls a ccRtravarlant fuaceor cf (SchlS) to

(Sets). We deEete by paar-XI;7'x97s tke sub-fuiicter of par-ifg}'x"7s ceRslstieag ef

a21 fiat families ef pauraboiic stable sheaves.
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2 Boundednes$ and Openness
Let f : X -. S be a srnooth, projective, geometrica[lly iRtegral morphism of
noetherian schemes, D c X be a relative effective Cartier divisor with respect to

f and let Ox(1) be an f-very ample invertible sheaf. Assume S is connected. We
denete by h tke degsee ef Ox(l) en ftbers. Flx polyRcmials g aiid ffi, g2,• • . lli

and a set of real numbers a. = {eq,a2,...,cri} sllch that O S ai Åq a2 Åq ••- Åq

crl Åq 1.

   Let Jt'(ll, H.,a.) be the family of classes of parabolic sheaves on the fibers

of X ever S suck tkat g. Is cektaiRed ik .7 (H,H.,a.) lf and on}y lf g. is a
parabolic semi-stable sheaf on sorne geometric fiber of X over S, x(E(m)) me
.rr(m), x((EIFi+i(E))(m)) = HTi(m) and the system of weights is ex.. For every
rnember E. of T(H, H.,a.), the parabolic IIilbert polynomial has the following
de$ctiptigk;
                                       i
(2.0.1) parr-x(E.(rn))=H(m)-ZeiHi(m),
                                      i=1
where si = aiÅÄi - a{ ( set aiÅÄi ex l}•

   If E. is eftype e, then E is of type e + deg D. In fact, we have

    wt(E.) .Åq- (n - i)! Å~ ( [X'g SO.e,,M./rlllE.`.Ol,(Mdi-.i(,:ilf)) ) - rk(E) degD.

Hence, p(F) S par-"(F.) S par-Lt(E.) + e S pa(E) + deg D + e.
   By the boundedness result on the family of coherent sheaves (cf. [10]), we

have

Proposition 2.1 The famiiy .7'(ll,H.,a) is bounded ij one of the foilowing
conditions is satisfied :

   1) S is a noetherian scheme over a field of charucten'stic zero.

   2) The rank is not greater than 3.

   3) The dimension ofX over S is not greater than 2.

DefiRkieMt 2.2 Let e be a ReR-ltegatlve IRteger aRd let E. be a parabogc skeaf
on some goornetric fiber Xs.

   1) E is said to be of c-type e if for general non-singular curves C me
Di"P2'••''Dn-!,Di G IOx.(1)I, every sttbsl}eaf E'(pt e) of EX Oc has a
Gegree S rk(Et)(#(E) + e).

   2) E. i$ said to be parabolic e-stable (or, parabolic e-semi-stable) if E. is

purabolic stable (or, parabolic serni-stable, resp.) and E is of c-type e.

   3) E. is said te be strict}y parabollc e-semi-stable iflt is e-semi-stable and

if for every parabolic quotient sheaf ,Fr. of E. with par-PE. = par-PF., E. is

parabolic e-$emi-stable.
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   Let .1"(H,H.,a.) be the sub-family of Jr such that E. is contained in
.1'e(H,ff.,a.) if and only if E. is parabolic e-semi-stable.

   By Lemma 3.3 in [8], we have

Proposition 2.3 The family -e(H, H.,a.) is bounded.

   Let p-.r(e,r) be the family of coherent sheaves on the fibers of X over S

such that E is contained in kJr' (e,r) if and only if E is p-semi-stable, E is of

c-type e and rk(E) S r. The following proposition is Corollary 2.5 in [22] for
our case. (See for the proof, C. T. Simpson [22].)

Proposition 2.4 For each p-.r(e,r), there exists an integer B such that for all

members E of "-jl (e,r), we have

   hO(E(m)) S h • rk(E)(m + B + tt(E)lh)"ln! for all m ) -B - p(E)lh,

and hO(E(m)) = O for all m S -B - pa(E)lh.

   In the case of stable sheaves, the following was proved by M. Maruyama [8]
using the fundamental lemma 2.2 in [8]. C. T. Simpson got a simpler proof in the
case of caracteristic zero using the Harder-Narasimhan filtration ([22]). In the

parabolic case, we can also prove the following using the fundamental lemma 2.2
in [8]. Lemma 2.6 is equivalent to it. VV'e give a simple proof using the technique

of C.T.Simpson in [22].

Proposition 2.5 There exists an inteJrer N sueh that

   1) if E. E JF'e(H,H.,a.) is parabolie stable, then for all m År- N and all
parabolic subsheaves E. of E. with O f F f E,

            f,' hO(F.(m))dalrk(F) Åq f,' hO(E.(m))dalrk(E),

   2) if E. E F'e(H,H.,a.) is not parabolic stable, then for aU m
all parabolic subsheaves F. of E. with O f F l E,

            f,' hO(F.(m))dalrk(F) s f,' hO(E.(m))dalrk(E),

2Nand

and there exists a non-trivialparabolic subsheafE'. ofE. such thatforallm 2 IV

andiÅr O,

           J,' hO(E'.(m))dalrk(E') = f,' hO(E.(m))dalrk(E),

ht(Et( m)) = O and E'(m) is generated by its gt obal sections.
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Lemma 2.6 (Fundamental lemma 2.2 in [8]) Let S be a locally noetherian,
connected scheme, f : X . S be a smooth, projective, geometn'cally integral
morphism of relative dimension n and let O.y(1) be an f-very ample invertible
sheaf on X. Let a be a rational number, r be a positive integer and P(m) be a
palynomial of degree n with the highest term hm"/n! where h is the degree of
Ox(1) on fibers of f. Then there exist integers L and M such that ifF is a
torsion free coherent Ox,-module of rank r' S r for some geometric point s of

S and if F has the properties ;

   1) for general non-singular curves C = Di • D2 •••- - Dn-i,Di E IOx,(1)1,
every coherent subsheaf E(l O) ofFX Oc has a deg,ee Åq- rk(E)a,

   2) pa(F) S M,

then for all m }) L, the follotving inequality holds ;

                        hO(F(m)) g r'P(m).

   To prove Lemma 2.6, we need the following lemma

Lemma 2.7 Assume that u and a are rational numbers with u Åq a and r is
a positive integer. Let Jr' (a,u,r) be the family of classes of coherent sheaves
on fibers ofX over S such that F is contained in Jr'(a,u,r) if and only if F is
torsion free, rk(F) S r, p(F) S 2t and F satisfies the condition 1) in Lemma 2.6.

Then there exist an integer B, a non-negative number C and a polynomial Åë(x)

of degree S n - 2 such that

ho(F(.)) s h ' r i!( F) (. +B + u + 2r\kF( )F-) 1)a )" +Åë(.) if .+ B 2 -./h,

if-alh S m+B S -ulh, hO(F(m)) S C and ifm+B S -alh, hO(F(m)) = O,
B does not depend on u and Åë(x) has theproperty;

       for all x) -B - ulh, Åë'(x) )O and Åë(-B - ttlh) ) O.

   Proof. We prove the assertion by an induction on n. In the case of n = 1,
apply Proposition 2.4 to the case pa-Jr(O, r), then we have an integer Bi depending

only on X, Ox(1) and r such that for all p-semi-stable sheaves E of rank S r,

we have

                                 it(E)      hO(E(m))Sh•rk(E)(m+Bi+ h ) ifm+Bi)-pa(E)lh,

and hO(E(m)) = O if m+ Bi S -it(E)lh•
   Let F = Fi D F2 D •••Ft D O be the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of F
and let (?i = Fi!Fi+i. Then we have p((?i) S IL(F) S u and by the assumption
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1) in Lemma 2.6, pa(e') S p(Qt) S a. Since al1 Q' are in pa-Jl (O,r), we have

         hO(F(m)) S ÅíhO(Qi(m))
                      i
                  s Zh • rk(Qi) max{(m + B + pa(hq') ), g}

                      t
                  s h( rk(F) - 1) max{(m ÅÄ B + S), e}

                     +h • .ax{(m + B + X), O}-

This is the desired one in the case of n = 1.

   Let H be a general hyperplane in IOx.(1)1. By the exact sequence

             o -, F(m- 1) . F(m) . FIH(m) of O

and the induction hypothesis, t}iere exist Bn-i, Cn.-i and Åën-.i(x) such that if

m ÅÄ B.-2 -ulh,

       he(F(.)) - he(F(m - l)) s
          ?h '-k(,F) ,) (m + B.-, + U ' Xi'\.,F().-) i)" )"mehi + Åë.-,(.),

if -alh S m+B.-i S -ulh, hO(F(m))-hO(F(m-1)) S C...i and ifm+B..i S

- alh, hO(F(m)) me hO(.F"(m - 1)). Set B. = B.-.1 + 1 amd Cn = Cn-i(ai")•
Then, ifm+B. K --alh, we have hO(F(m)) = O and if -alh g m+B. S -ulh,
we have hO(F(m)) S C.. Moreover, if m+ B. ) ---tt!h, then we have

 hO(F(m)) S Cn+
    1-M.:L-.i, (%rwwk(i'i);'!)(x ÅÄ B.-i ÅÄ U ÅÄ i,rÅr',(kF(').i,","') i)a)"-' ÅÄ Åë.",(.)) g..

We can take a polynomial Åë.(x) so that Åë'.(x) = Åë(x +1), epn(--Bn - zzfh) ) O

and if m + Bn ) ---u/h, the right-hand side of the above inequality is smailer

than
           h ' r.k!(F) (m + B. + " + Åír\ikF( )F-) i)" )n + Åë.(m).

Then Bn,Cn and Åën(x) satisfy the desired conditions. cr

   Proof of Lemrna 2.6. Let P(m) = h • m"ln! + aim"wwi + (terms of degree S

n - 2) aRd u be a rational number sucli tliat

        h(BÅÄ tt + (X'of-"' l)a) Åq ai fer all pesitive iRtegers r' S r.
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TheR there exists an iRteger L l?r -B -- u/h such that for all m Z L
eS rt S r, we have

             i?i/ (m ÅÄ B ÅÄ " + (Z'.,- i)" )n + Åë(m) Åq p( m).

Then for M = u and L, the assertion of Lernma 2.6 holds. a

and

   Pmof of PropositioR 2.5. By the boundedRess of JFC(ff, ff.,a.), there exists
an integer IVi such that for aJl E. e .7 e(H, ff.,a.), i År O, m lr .IVi andO S a S 1,

we have hi(E.(m)) = e. HeRce fei hO(g.(m))dalrk(E) = par-PE.(m). Let us
apply Lemma 2.6 to the case P(m) : par-PE.(m), r = rk(E) and a : p(E) +e
where E. is a member of .lre(Lr, H., cr.). Note that these don't depend on choiees

of g.. TheR we obtain integers L aRd M satisfyixxg the conditieRs in Lemraa
2.6. We may assume that L 2 Ni. Let F be a coherent subsheaf of E. Since E
satisfies the condition 1) in Lemma 2.6, for all a with O S a S 1, the subsheaf
,E. = E. fi F of E also satisfies lt. If p(F) S M (kence, #("E.) S M ), tkeR we

have
               hO(F.(m)) Åq rk(F)P(m) for all m2 L-

Therefore we k&ve

            f,i hO(iFT.(m))da!rk(F) Åq P(m) fOr all M ) L'

Let g be the family of classes of parabolic sheaves on the fibers of X over S such

that F. is contained in g if aRd only if for some member E. of .1r(lir,H.,a.),
F. is a parabolic subsheaf of E. such that EfF is torsiofi free, pt(F) 2 M and

K has the induced structure. Since .1 'e(H, IEr.,a.) is bounded, g is bounded by
Corollafy !.5.1 in [11]. Therefore there e.)cists aR integer L' 2 L such that for

a3i P. E g,i År e,m År-. L' and e S a S 1, we have h'(F.(fn)) =g and F(m) is
generated by its global sections. The set of all parabolic Hilbert polynomials of
F7. with F. E g l$ a finite set. Hence, there e.icists an IRteger N 2 L' su{ili that

for ail KGg and m) N,

             f,i he(.iny.(Tn))dalrk(F) = par-Pg(m) S P(m)

and moreover if 1r. is a parabolic subsheaf of a parabolic stable sheaf E. E
jure(ff,g.,a.), we have

f,i hO(F.(m))da!rk(F) Åq P(M)'

if K is a parabolic subsheaf of E. ff .Fe(ff,H.,a.) and p(F) ) M, then there
exist F'. ff g and an injeÅëtive parabolic homomerphism of F. to F'.. Then
we have f,; hg(F.(m))da!rk(F) S f,i h"(F'.(m))dafrk(F') S P(m). fience,

--  ew -
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the assertion 1) and the previous part of the assertion 2) was proved. If E. E
.1 e(H,H.,a.) is not $table, then there exists a non-trivia[1 parabolic subsheaf

E'. of E. such that par-PE: = par-PE.. For such E'., we have p(E') )
par-#(E)-degD. We may assume that par-pt(E) -- degP ) M. HeRce,
E'. must be ceRÅíaiRed in g. Tkerefore, we have fei he(E'.(m))dakk(E') =
f,! k"(E.(?n))dalrk(E) and E'(m) ls geRerated by lts global sectigns. =

   Strict}y pa[rabolic e-semi-stab}ility is an open property. In fact, we have:

Proposition 2.8 Let g : Y --+ T be a srnooth, projective, geometrically integral

morphism of locally noethenfan schemes, O}t(1) be a g-very ample invertible
sheaf, D c Y be a relative effective Cartier divisor and (E,F.,a.) be a flat
familly of parabolic sheaves on YIT. If ll;(Yt, CO}r(1)op k'(t)) =: O for aUi År O and

t E T, then there exist open sets TSS and TS of T such that for all algebraically

closed fields k,

  T""(k) = {t E T(S•)l(E,F.,a.)gh(t) is strictly parabelic e-semi-stable }

   TS(k) = {t E T(X")l(E,F.,a.)Xk(S) is parabeSie e-stabie }.

   Proef. First, we shall prove that the property that a parabolic sheaf is of
type e (or, parabQlic semi-stable or, parabolic stable, re$p.) is open. Before

prove the above, we shal1 prepare some iemmas.

Lemma 2.9 Let vY --- S be a pro]'ective morphism of locally noetherian schemes,
Ox(1) be an f-verst ample invertibte sheaf, ip : E - F be an Ox-homomorphism
of coherent Ox-modules flat over S. Then for all polynomials P(m), the follow-
ing subset of S is closed:

                 Z(P) nc {s E Si x(ker(Åë.)(m)) tr P(m)}

Moreever, iffer aii peints s G S, yk(ker(ip,)) = r, then

                   W(a) = {s E SI deg(ker(di,)) ;l: a}.

is closed.

   Proof. We may assurne that S is connected and noetherian. Set C = Flip(E).
For suMciently large integer m and all points s of S, we have

                  hO(C(m)I.,) = dimA(C(m)) X k(s).

:leiSC,:.iEe.',S,",M.?ts'gl2xee.:},le.`ke,twgii&kX}e,5.C,(,l.g.Rixglj,se.pffft.se,ri.'i;gr,}igg.ogs,

semicgRtlRueus. Mereover, since hg(E(m)lx.) is comstant en S, the fuRctioR
he(ker(Åë(m),)) ls llpper semiceRtinuous. Ol)viousiy, ker(ip(m),) = ker(ips)(m)•

- gg-
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tt we choose a large M such that for all points s of S, hO(ker(ip,)(M)) :
x(ker(Åë.)(M)) axxd x(ker(ip.)(m)) t P(m) if and enly if x(ker(ip,)(M)) )
P(M), by tke ttpper semi-coRtikuky, we kiiow tl}at Z(P) ls clo$ed.
   Since the degree of a coherexxt sheaf K on kY, of raRk r is (n --- 1)!Å~ ( the

coeMcient of m"-i of the polynornial x(K(m)) - r • x(Ox,(m))), the closedness

of W(a) is the immediate result of that of Z(P). O

   The fo11owing lemma is an easy exercise, hence, we leave the proof to the
reader.

Lemma 2.10 Let {A,f2,...ft} be a finite set of upper semi-cantinuous func-
tions on a topalogieal space T such that for all i and integers IV', the set fi(T) n
{r E RIr S N} is finite. Then the function Z l•.i fi is upper semi-continuous.

   We may assume that T is connected. Let eJ be the family of eoherent sheaves
en fibers gf Y ever T such tl}at F }s cggtalRed ln eJ lf &Rd cftly if .F ls & subskeaf

of Et stich that EtlF ls torsioR free and deg F År rk(F)(g(Et)- deg D+e) where
t is apoint such that F is on Yt. By Corollary 1.5.1 in [11], g is bounded. Let
O be the set of an Hilbert polynomials of member$ of g. Then e is a finite set.
   For each mernber e of e, let Qe be the quot-scheme Quot(E, ll --- e) where H

is the Hilbert pelynomiai of E on fibers. The universal quotient on YQ, defines

the exact seguence:

                 O - lif' - E (g, OQ -----r (i' . O.

For every a such that O g a S 1, let ip. be the canonical homornorphicm of fa
to E!E. X OQ,. Then by virtue of Lemma 2.9, the function deg (i51yg). is an

ttppef semi-continttells fuRctioR oR es. Mereever by Lemma 2.le, tke fgRctiog
par-deg(Flyg). is also upper semai-cofttlRuotts. Kence, the set

Ze = {g E (?el par-"((i;'ly,).) År par-pa(E.ly,) + e}

is a ciosed sub$et of qe. Set

U me T- U xe(Ze)

       eEo
where Te is the projection of Q)e to T. Then U is an open subset of T and it is

the set of al1 pointstof T such that E.l}r, is of type e. In fact, for aJl points

g of Ze, E.ly, is not of type e. And if to be a point such that JIil.ly,, is not of

type e, tkeR tkere exists a sub$l?eaf F ef Et, suclKhat Et,IF is tersleR free aRd

par-p(F.) År par-pa(E.ly,, ) + e, (hence, ;t(F) År ;t(E) - deg P + e), where K has

the induced structure. So, F is contained in C]. Therefore to is in rre(Ze) where

e is the Hilbert polynomial of .l'.

   The proof of the openness of the property that a parabolic sheaf is parabolic

semi-stab}e (er, parabelic stable, resp.) is similar te the above if we use the

- so-
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(parabolic) Hilbert polynomials instead of (parabolic) degre,es. .N. ote that by
Lemma 2.9 and 2.10, for }arge integer m, the function par-x((Fly,).(m)) is

                                    -upper semi-contimueus gll Qe wheR Qg aRd F' defified as abeve. '
   Now by a similar proof as in Lemma 3.5 of {8], we see thut the property
that a parabolic sheaf is parabolic e-semi-stable (or, parabolic e-stable, resp.) is

open. Moreover, the proof of this Proposition 2.8 is similar to that of Lemma
3.6 in [9] if we use the technic as above. Hence, we omit the rest of the proof.

m

Remark 2.li By the above proof, we know that the property that aparabolic
sheaf is parabolic e-stable is open, Hence, par-Xg7x3/'s'e (or, par-sc217Xa7s'e, resp.)

is an open subfunctor of par-Xg?x3/'s (or, par-1 gÅrly"•/'s, resp.) consisting of all fiat

families of parabolic e-stable (or, strlctly parabolic e-semi-st@ble, resp.) skeayes.

3 ConstructionofModuliSpace
From now on, we shall fix the following situation:

   (3.gÅr Let S be a scheme ef giilte type over a uRiversally Japakese ring :'
aRd let f : X -. S be asmoeth, projective, geometrically lntegral merphism such

that the dimension ofeach fiber ofX over S is n. Let Ox(1) be an f-very ample
invertible sheaf such that for al1 points s in S and i År O, H'(X,, Ox(1)X Ox.) =

O. Let D c X be a relative effective Cartier divisor.

   Fix a ReR-empty family fe(N, H., a.). By the bouRdedRess of 1ge(ff, g., a.),
there exists an integer Ne suck that for every mevaber E. of .lr"(a, H.,a.), the
conditions 1), 2) in Proposition 2.5 and the following conditions are satisfied:

   (3.0.1) For aJl i and m k No, Fi(E)(m) and (EIFi(E))(m) are generated
by its global sections.

   (3.&2) ff3(F{(E)(m)) me e aRd ff3((E!K(E))(m)) = g for a3][ j År- l, i

and m ) No-

   Fix an integer m 2 IVo and let V. be a free ac'-module of rank H(m). Let Q
be the Quot-scherne Quot(Vm op O.y, ff[ml) and let Vm Q OxQ -, E(m) be the

universai quotient. Moreover, let Q be the Quet-sclieme Quot(Vm XOx, Hi [ml)
and leS Ym X OxQ, - E{(m) be tke uAiversal quetleRt for i -- i,...,i .

   Let v:Q -F Picx/s be the morphism determined by the invertible sheaf
det E(m) (cf. [8]) and let P be a finite union of connected compenents which

contain u(q). Then we have a P-morphism r of Q to the Gieseker space Z
defined in I81. ZIP is the PN-bundle in 6tale topology and for a lÅq-valued

-  1ee -
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geometric point x of P, a fiber Z. is P(Hom(A'Ifm X k(x), ,ErO(L.))V) where L.

is the invertible sheaf corresponding to x and r is the rank of E on fibers. (For
details, see g4 in [8].)

e----=-z
ÅrÅ~J

      P

   We shall define a $equence of morphisms

                      Rl . R, .•••- Rl - Q,

coherent Ox.,-module Ei(m) and surjections Ei+i(m)XOx., . Ei(m), induc-
tively. Let Rt be the Quot-scheme Quot(E(m), Hi[m]) and let E(m) X Ox., .

Ei(pe) be the universait quotient. Assume that those are defined for ]' År. iÅÄ1. Let

Ri 5e the Quot-sckeme Quot(EiÅÄi(m), ;ii[ml) and let Ei"(m)&Ox& . E{(m)
be tke itRiversal qtte#ieRt.

   Tkefi we have tke $egueftce of surjectioRs of O.xtRi -medules wklch are fiat
over Ri•

    V. QOx., ---fe-- it(m)Qox., L' E,(m)xox., tt' -•• -e2!,. E,(.).

Note that Ri is a closed subscheme of q Å~ nS•.{e"•. (Use the Iemma 4.3 in

              '-t "-[23].) Let ip'i : E(m) mp Ox.,(-D) . Et(m)XOx., be the restriction of ipt
to E(m) X Ox., (-D). By the lemma 4.3 in (23], there exists a unique closed

subscheme r of Ri such that for all morphisms g : T -, Ri, g'(ip'i) = O if and
eRly ifg factors tkrough r. Let qO be aR opeR subscheme of Q $uch that for every
aige5raica31y closed fteld K, ee(K) = {x E Q(K)I2lr(m) X k(x) is tofsigg ftee}

(cÅí{!l]). Ng{e tkaS e}ie restrictieR ef ti tg Qe is art imraersieR (see PrgpeslticE

4.g in {s]). set R?• --wh R{ xQ qg aRd re = r xQ qC.

rO g R?

r-Rl
.

.

QO Å~ fii•., Qi

    s
Q Å~ Ri•., ei

e
-

Qo

t

q

On Xro , we have the sequence of surjections:

Ym Q Ox.g 'e. S(m)x Ox,e -2S"} Si(m)& O.x'.e tt' ''' -2t" Ei(m)& ex.e•

Let ,i:'i+i(E(m)) be tke kerael ef t}ie }}emeraerph}sm

           ipi o ipiwwi o • •• o Åëi : E(m) X e.y,e - gi(m) X ex.e
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                   --W - -H defor i = 1,...,l and let F'1(E(m)) = E(m)XO.\,,. Since Fi(E(m)) is (fÅ~ lro )-
torsion free, the homornorphism E(m) & O.xr,, (-D) -• fr(m) X Ox., is injective

          -- -pt -v .and hence, Fi+i(E(m)) xe.E(m)X Ox,,(-D). Then (E(m) op Ox,,,F.,a4) is
a fiat family of parabelie $heaves oR Xre ever !]g.

   Let Ui be the raaxlmal opeR su5sckeme cf qi sgck tkat fer a31 pgiRts x ef

              .- NUi aRd 2' År- 1, ff3(Ei(m) X k(x)) = g and iY. X ÅqPu, - A.(Ei(m) & ex.,) ls
surjective whefe f{ l$ the projectioii of Xu, to Ui• Then fi.(h(m) & Oxv, ) is a

locally free Ou,-module ofrank Hi(m). Hence we have a morphism 7i : Ui . Gi,
where Gi is the Gra$smann scheme Grass(Ii. x Os, ll"i(m)). Set

                                          l
                  r xe rO Å~@exH:., q,} (QO Å~ ,l. II., Ui)'

Then, we obtain a homomorphism W : r . Z Å~ Hi•..i Gi.

r L ZxHi•.iGi
itl:k':ff)l); x. /x l-][ 'ri

     QO Å~ fli•.i Ui

   By virtue of Proposition 2.8, there exists an open subscheme rS' (or, rS ) of
r such that a geometric point x of r is contained in rSS (or, r' )if and only if the

corresponding parabolic sheaf (E(m) @ Ox,, F.,a.) op k(x) is strictly parabolic

e-semi-stable (or, parabolic e-stable , respectively) and the homomorphism

(3.g3) He(ipxk(x)): v. x g•(Åë)- ffe(E(m) op kÅqx))

ls aii lsgmgrpklsm.

Preposltion 3.1 The morphism $ : rSS -• Z Å~ I{i•.i G{ is an irnmersion.

   Proof Let Vm X OG, ---" 7ti be the universal quotiexxt on Gi and let Ji be the

kernel of the quotient.

O dy Ji - V. op OG, .Hi •-- O.

Moreover, the universal quotient sheaf on XQ

quence.
                e -, Xtf' ---. If,n XO.\Q

Frgm tkese sequeRces, we kave Ske follewlftg
exQ.q-modu}es. (Set xNY me XQxG,.)

defines the following exact se-

E(m) - e.

exact cemrantative di&gram ef

-  IC2 -
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O- JiQOg

JiXOx".

        o
        i

      7t Q ox. Irt x oN

        il
 Il. QOx. ---.• }tli op ON

        il
tt(pt)&o.A,. x

        li
        oo

o

e

where f : V. X OII(Ztif' Q O.jt-. -l- Ji Q O.-t•.) that is not flgt over (? Å~ Gi. Let

us consider the Q-uot-scheme QuotCHi QJ COx., lli[m]). Set X = X Å~ Quot(7'ti op

Off,g{[??}]). eR X, we have {lie wiiversa.l guotient:

(3,1.1) 7ti&O.xr -T ----. O.
Let 6 be the fo!lowing homomorphism of 7t' (gÅr Ox to i.

             [itrxo.y . v. (Eb o.xt --- 'Nixoxr - 3i'.

Then by Lemma 4.3 in [23], we have a closed subscheme Ai of Quot(7ti mp
Off,Hi{m]) such that for every morphism g : T . Quot(7:ti X Ox,Hi[m]),
(lx Å~g)'(5) = gifaRd eniy ifg facters tkrollgk ALi. Tkeft, oR XA,, Ske su;jectiexx

(3.1.1) is factored as follows:

              Hi X OX., -XX O.X'., "X ji' op OXA,•

Set

               A9• :{xE Ail AIx. is isomorphisrn}.

Since A9• = ALi- TA,(Supp(kerA)), A9• is an open subset of Ai. Let n be the
projecticR of Qugt(1}iE{&e.-t. , ffi im]) te Q Å~ G{ and let tZX{ be the sckerce tkeoretic

image of Ai by n. Since n is proper, nlA,:Ai ---i 2Xi is snrjective. Set

       2X,9• = {x E ZigA The Hilbert polynomial of Xlx. is H'i[m]}-

Tken 59• i$ aR epeR $ttbset cf 2Xi . Iii fact, for a}l poiRts = ef Ai •- A9•,the
Hilbert polynomial of Xlx. is not equal to that of jb Ix.. Hence,

                    5?• = `IXi - n(Ai - A?• )

                       = 9(A?•).
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   Let t : ll,• A- 9•,• - 2X9• be the flattenning stratification of .1'X Ox.q. (For the

                                                        ,definition, see for example Lecture 8 in [15].) Then by the universality of llJ• A9•J• ,

n : A9• . a9• factors thropgh llja9•,• - a?• . Moreover, by the universality of

A9• , the morphism t : llJ• A" 9•j• . a9• factors through n. Therefore there exists an

isomorphism of A9• to llj• AN ?•j and we obtain the following commutative diagram:

                        A9. -ie9!!!9ZE!,!!i!!!. HjA"?.j

                          nX/

                               A9•

   In particularr,Lis proper. Therefore, all Zl9•i• are closed subscheme of i9•

and those images are open. Note that t may not be an isomorphism, since, in
general, A?• is not reduced. But we have known that n:A9• - 2S9• is a closed

1mmerslon.
   By Lemma 4.3 in [23], we know that Quot(Hi X OI,Hi[m]) is a closed
subscheme of e Å~ Qi. Hence, A?• is a subscheme of Q Å~ Qi and we obtain art

ilumersion:
                                             l
                A9 xQ A: xQ ••• xQ A? .QÅ~ ll Qi.
                                            i=1
Moreover, we have an immersion determined by n : A9• - a?• :

                                             t
                A? xQ A: xQ ••• xQ AP -QÅ~nGi.
                                            i--1
We know that r'S is a subscheme of Q Å~ I'Ii•.i Qi and the projection of r'S to

e Å~ Qi factored by A?• . Hence, r'S is a subscheme of A9 xQ Ag xq ••• xQ A?.
Therefore, r" is a subscheme of q Å~ nl•.i Gi. Since v : QO . Z is an immersion
and r"S is contained in QO Å~ Hi•.i qi, W : r'S - Z Å~ ni.i Gi is an immersion.

o
   From now on, we assume that all ai are rational numbers. Set G = SL(Vm)
which acts on r,q,Qi,Z and Gi. W is the G-morphism and rSS (or, r', respec-
tively) is the G-invariant open set of r.
   We shall define a G-linearized invertible sheaf on Z Å~ Hi•.i Gi. Let E. be a

member of .1 e(H, H.,a.) and let ei = ai+i - ai for i = 1,...,l, where we put
at+i = 1. Let Oz(1) be a tautological invertible sheaf which has the canonical
G-linearization and let OG,(1) be a tautological invertible sheaf on Gi which
has also the canonical G-linearization. Now, let L be the G-linearized invertible

sheaf:
                                     t
                    Oz(par- PE. (m)) Q X Oq (ei)•

                                    i=1
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The open set consisting of al1 semi-stable ( or, stable ) points with respect to this
G-linearization is denoted by (Z Å~ ni•.i Ci)SS (or, (Z Å~ I"Ii•.i Gi)', respectively).

Those are G-invariant open sets of Z Å~ nS.i Gi.

   RecaS} some facts on $table points of Z or Gi. Let x be a K-vaiued geometTic
poigt ef Z x Rl•.,,i Gi. We deRote tke polRt of Z(K) (or, Gi(K)) determiReG by

x by Tx (o!, gi,x, respectlvely). We gse tke same symbol g{,. for tke surjectloR
gi,= : V,n & IÅq - Ji,x which cerrespeRds tc x aRd moreover, we deRete k$ kerRel
by Wi,.. T. is identified wit}i the homemerphism T. : Ar V. XK - Hg(L.)
where L. is the invertible sheaf corresponding to p(x) e P. Each subspace
W of V. X K has the rnaximal (or, minimal) T.-dimension which is denoted by
dimT.W (or, dimT.W, respectively). (See for the definitions ofthese dimensions,
Definition 3.1 in [23].) In general, dimT. I}V :E{ dimT. TtV and if equality holds, then

it is denoted by (limT. T?l7.

Lemma 3.2 Letx be a K-valued geometric point ofZ Å~ Hi•.i Gi. Assume that

the paint T. in Z(K) has the foilowing propertge

   (3.2.l) Fer aK subspaces ltli of IY.gK, dlmT.W ex dlmT.W•

Tken tke paint x is semi-stabie (er, stabie ) wit5 respect to the G-iinearized
invertible sheafL ifand oniy ijfor aig non-trivial vecter subspaces W of Vm XK,
the foltowing inequality holds:

     Par-PE.(m)(.(limT. W • dim(V. Q It') - r dim ItV)

           t
       + 2ei(dimT,V • dirn LVi,. - dim(Ii. x Ii) • dirn(Wi,. n W)) År- O

          i= 1
(or,År O, respectively).

   Let a(W,x) be the left-hand side of the above inequality. Since dim(V. X
K) = g(m) and dira Wi. = g(m) - ffiÅqm). gence, we have the fogewing
desctiptleft of 6(W,x);

                  i
a(W,x) = dimW(E gi(ff(m)-ffi(m))-par-x(E.(m)))
                 ime1
                                       t
           +ff(m)(par••PE.(m) • dimT. IgV - Åíei dim(Wic n W))

                                       t=1
                                tt        = dim W((1 - ai )H(m) - 2 si Hi(m) - ll(m) + 2 ei Hi(m))

                               t=1 t=1
                                       l
           +H(m)(par-jPE.(m) • dimT. W - Åí si {tim(Wi,. A WÅr)

                                      l i--'Nl

        = ft(m)(par-PE.(m) • dlmT.W - 2si dlm(Wi,,, ft W) -- ai dimW).

                                     {=1
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Proposition 3.3 1) W(rSS) S (Z Å~ ni,., Gi)SS.

   2) ep(rs) g (z Å~ ni-. Gi)'.

   3) If a point x is in r"" but not in rS, then Åë(x) is net in (Z Å~ I-ILi Gi)'.

   Proof. Let x be a A"-valued geemetrlc peiiit ef rSS and W be & ReR-trlvial
vectersgbspace of YmXIi". Let the surjectlgft Åë. : V.Xex. -. E(m) and g.(m)
correspoftd to x E r"". By t}}e defiR!tigii of rSS, ffe(Åë.) : Y. & K - He(g(m))

is afi isomorphlsm, Set F(m) = di.(WXO.x•.). Then we have

(3.3.1) dirnT.Åq.) I'V=rk(F).
Since W and HO(F(m)) are subspaces of V. op K = HO(E(m)), W c HO(F(m)),
hence, we have

(3.3.2) dim lJVghO(F(m)).
The subspace VVi,rp(.) of V. X Ii is identified svith llO(Fi+i(E)(m)) by HO(ip.).

SIRce
          ff"((FiÅÄi(E) ft F)(m)) = ff"(Fig(E)(m)) " H'"(F(m)),

we have
(33.3) dlm Wi,pt(.} n ltV S hg{(FiÅÄ,(g) fi F)(m)).

Therefore, we obtain

      a(W,tp(x)) X ff(m)(par-PE.(m)•rk(F)
                                    t
                    -(ai hO(F(m)) + 2 eihO((-+x(E) n F)(m))))

                                   i=1
                 nm H(m)(par-PE.(m)trk(F)-f,ihO(F.(m))da).

By vlrt"e of Prepesitioxx 2.5 and Lea}ma 3.2, tke assertions 1) ai{id 2) have been
prgved. Let E: be a parabollc subskeaf ef E. wlilch satisfies tke last collditioR
iR PropositieR 2.5. Set W = He(E'(m)). Ti}eR we have

                IEIe((W n Fi+i(E))(m)) '= I/V n Wli,Åë(.}.

Since E'(m) is generated by its global sections, dimT.(.) W me rk(E'). Hence,

      a( W, W(x)) -wh- aEr(m)(par-PE.(m) • rk(E') - f,i hO(E'.(m)da) = o.

So, W(x) is not in (Z Å~ lrli•,,,, Gi)S. O

   Let rS" be the scheme theoretic image of rSS in (Z Å~ I"Il•.i Gi)'S. 'TheR by
virtue ef Tkeerem 4 ef l18], Skere exists a geed ggotlept 6 : r"' - Y aRd Y ls
prejective ever S. Set A-'"fe : Y -C(iS' - rS'). TlieR iM, is quasi-projectlve over

S. Moreever Me contains Aif, = C(rS) as aft opeR subscherae. By the simiias
argumeRts as in g5 in [81, we have
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Theorem 3.4 M, is a coarse moduli scheme of par-Xts'xcr/'s'e, that is, M,

the following properties.

   1) For each geometn-c paint s of S, there exist a naturul bijectien:

                  g, : par-Xg}x9ke(S•(s)) . M.(k(s)År.

has

   2) fior T E (Sch/S) and a fiat famiiy of ?)ar(tboiic sheaves E. on XT!iT' sueh

that E. has the property (1.12.1) and for every geometric point t of T, E.lx, is

parabolic e-stable, then theme exists a morl)hism

                            fg. : T ' AI,

such that for all paints t in T(k(s)), fg.(t) = e.(E.lx,) Moreover, for a mor-
phism g : T' . T in (Sch/S),

                         fk. og = f{kxxg}'{E.År'

   3) If M'E ÅqSch/S) and maps

                  e', : par-Åíg71,a.7.:e(k(s)) - A•,f,(k(,))

have the above property 2), then there exists a unique S-morphism T of Me to
M' such that T(k(s))oO, : e'. and To f&. = f'E. for all geometric points s of
S and for all E., where f'E. is a morphism Jriven by the property 2) for M' and

et,•

   By the similar arguments as iii g5 of {8], we kRow that there exists a uRique

morphism y.,ei ef Me te M,f lfe S e'. Meregver, M. can be regarded as aR epeR
subsckeme ef M,t througk y,,,i. Ta.kliig ;nduct;ve }imit of {M,}, aR S-scheme

MDH7X"7s is obtaiRed. By t}}e same proof a,s Theorefn 5.6 of {8], we kave

Theorem 3.5 The functor par-ZgÅrxa.7s has a coarse moduli scheme MDH/'xcr7s in

(Sch/S). Moreover, MDN/'x97s is separated and locaUy offinite type over S.

   For the functor par-if• g7X9/'s'e, by the similar argurnent as in g4 of [9], we have

Theorem 3.6 M. has the following properties.

   1) Fer each geemetric paint s ef S, tkere exists a natural suijectieR :

                  g, : par-ig}I,a.7,'e(k-ÅqsÅr) - A-f,(k(s)).
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   2) For T e (Sch/S) and a flat family of parabolic sheaves E. on XTIT such
that E. has the property (1.12.1) and for every geometrfc paint t ofT, E.Ix, is

stri'eSiy paraboiic e-semi-sta51e, Shen Skere exi$ts a merphtsm

                          fE. :T- Af,

such that for all points t in T(k(s)), fg.(t) : e([E.lx,]) where [•] means the
equivarence class deLfined by (1.12.2). Aforeover, for a morphism g : T' . T in

(Sch/SÅr,we have

                       fk. eg = fÅqei..gyas.}•
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